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Abstract 
Consider a uniform distribution of r-CNF formulae (in Conjunctive Normal Form) with cn 
clauses, each with r distinct literals, over a set of n variables. A prime implicant Y of a formula 
@ is a consistent conjunction of literals which implies @ but ceases to imply when deprived 
of any one literal. The normalized length of 9 is the ratio of the number of its literals to the 
number of variables occurring in @. We show that for any E > 0 and for some range of values 
of c depending on r, almost every r-CNF formula: 
_ either is satisfiable and any one of its prime implicants has a normalized length at least equal 
to (c&(c)/( 1 - e-“‘)) - F and at most equal to (&(c)/( 1 - e-l’)) +E, a&(c) and c&(c) being 
well-defined as functions of c, 
or is unsatisfiable. 
A first practical consequence is when testing the satisfiability of r-CNF formulae by procedures 
such as the well-known Davis, Putnam and Loveland Procedure, for almost every r-CNF formula, 
when it is satisfiable, the proportion of variables which must be assigned a value by such 
procedures, in order to find a solution, is at least equal to (ccL(c)/(l - e-“)) - E. 
A second consequence is that almost every r-CNF formula, when it is satisfiable, has an 
exponential actual number of solutions (i.e. the number of solutions defined on the variables 
occurring in the formula) at least equal to 2 (‘-e-“-z&(c)-L)n. Moreover for r = 2,3 we show that 
for any c it is at least equal to 2°.03n,20.0’2n, respectively. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All 
rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
A CNF formula is a conjunction of clauses, each clause being a disjunction of literals 
over a set of variables. A literal is a boolean variable x or its negation TX. A truth 
assignment is a mapping which assigns 1 or 0 to each variable in its domain. A CNF 
formula Qi over a set of n variables is satisfiable or consistent iff there exists a truth 
assignment w under which @ has the value 1. w is called a solution of @. Determining 
whether a given CNF formula is satisfiable is the well-known Satisfiability Problem 
(SAT for short). 
An r-CNF formula has clauses, each with exactly r literals. As is well-known, to 
test the satisfiability of 2-CNF formulae is a problem in P, and for ~33 the problem is 
NP-complete. r-CNF formulae are currently under active study because for r33, they 
provide an inexhaustible source of difficult tests for the design of efficient algorithms 
solving the SAT Problem [5,2]. The general probabilistic model used to generate these 
formulae consists in choosing uniformly, independently and with replacement a given 
number m of clauses from the 2’(T) p ossible clauses with r distinct variables over 
a set of n boolean variables. Throughout this paper the ratio number of clauses to 
number of variables of formulae is denoted by c and this probabilistic model is de- 
noted by SZ(n,c,r). For these formulae, experiments provide evidence for a threshold 
phenomenon in the following sense. Almost every (a.e.) formula in SZ(n,c,r) would 
be satisfiable for c smaller than a well-defined constant c,* depending on r and un- 
satisfiable for c greater than CT [7, 12,5,2]. The phrase “Almost every (a.e.) formula 
in fi(qc, r) has a given property 9” means as usual, that the probability to have 9 
tends to 1 as n tends to infinity. Up to now, only the threshold for 2-CNF formulae 
has been demonstrated to be at c = 1 by Chvhtal and Reed [l] and Goerdt [8]. From 
experiments the value of ct is expected to be at about 4.25. 
A prime implicant (PI for short) of a CNF formula @ is a consistent conjunction 4 
of literals which logically implies @ (Y + @) but ceases to when 9 is deprived of any 
one literal [l&20]. We call length of a PI, the number of its literals. PIs of boolean 
formulae have been used in many areas, such as digital circuit optimization [ 19, 151, 
fault trees [9], assumption truth maintenance systems [4,21], knowledge compilation 
[22, 141. This paper is concerned with the lengths of prime implicants of satisfiable 
r-CNF formulae in Q(n,c,r). Not all II variables may occur in a random formula of 
fi(n,c,r). And the length of a PI is meaningful only if it is compared with the number 
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of variables occurring in the formulae. It is not therefore sufficient to consider simply 
the length of a PI of a formula of Q(n,c,r). So we define a normalized length of a 
PI. First we call actual number of variables of any CNF formula F, the number of 
distinct variables occurring in F. It follows that we call the actual number of solutions 
of F, the number of its solutions defined over the set of variables occurring in F. 
Definition 1.1. The normalized length of a prime implicant of F is the ratio of the 
number of its literals to the actual number of variables of F. 
In this paper we establish non-obvious upper and lower bounds on the normalized 
length of PIs of a.e. satisfiable formula in Q(n,c,r). The phrase “a.e. satisfiable formula 
in Q(n,c,r) has a given property .9” will mean, throughout the paper, that the ratio 
of the number of satisfiable formulae not satisfying 9 (or equivalently the number 
of formulae which either are satisfiable and have 9, or are unsatisfiable) to the total 
number of formulae, satisfiable and unsatisfiable, in Q(n, c, r) tends to 0 (respectively 1) 
as n increases indefinitely. Of course the established bounds concern the formulae with 
a ratio c, number of clauses to number of variables, at most equal to the value of the 
supposed (demonstrated for r = 2) threshold since, beyond the threshold a.e. formula 
is unsatisfiable. 0 and 1 are obvious lower and upper bounds of the normalized length. 
The bounds presented in this paper are established by calculating from Definition 1.1, 
on the one hand, lower and upper bounds of the actual number of variables of a.e. 
formula in 0(n, c,r), and on the other hand, lower and upper bounds of the number 
of literals of PIs of a.e. satisfiable formula in SZ(n,c,r). 
Tight bounds on the actual number of variables can be easily obtained by using a 
classical result on the proportion of empty urns after a random allocation of balls in urns 
[lo, 11, 171. For this, consider the following modified probabilistic model. A random 
r-CNF formula with cn clauses is obtained by choosing uniformly, independently, and 
with replacement, r variables from a set of n variables and then by negating, with 
probability l/2, each of the r chosen variables to form every clause of the formula. 
This modified probabilistic model differs from the model Q(n, c, r) by the replacement 
of each of the r variables chosen to form every clause of a formula. Denoting by LI the 
actual number of variables of a random formula of the modified probabilistic model, 
from the result cited above on the proportion of empty urns in the urn model, we can 
then deduce that for n large, /i is concentrated around the mean (1 - e-““)n, i.e., for 
any s>O: 
lim Pr 
n+m (1 
A 
; -(I -eCc) >E =O. 
I > 
From this, it is an easy exercise to get the same result for the model Q(n, c, r). Hence: 
Proposition 1.1. For any F >O, almost every formula in Q(n,c,r) has an actual num- 
ber of variables bounded by (1 - e-” - &)n and (1 - e-“’ + E)n. 
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0 and n are the obvious lower and upper bounds of the length of PIs of satisfiable 
formulae of S2(n, c, Y). For c < 1, a better upper bound than n is cn since, as we will 
see in Section 2, the number of literals of a PI of a CNF formula cannot be larger than 
the number of clauses. We can provide better lower and upper bounds by applying the 
first moment method to the number of PIs, with a given length, of a random formula 
in SZ(n,c,r). Let an be a length of PI with 0~x6 inf( 1,~) and let 99$n be the set of 
PIs, with length ctn, of a random formula of Q(n,c,r). We will calculate in Section 2, 
the exponential order of the expectation of 19$!z,nJ with a > 0: 
Proposition 1.2. 
with 
x0 being the unique positive 
root 0 ifa=c: 
(1.1) 
root of the equation below if u # c and the obvious unique 
l-e-X- 
ux 
c - x ir(@-)h(~> 
= 0. 
K,.(E), &.(a), 4,. being defined respectively as follows: 
(1.2) 
Ic 
I 
(u) = (2 - co’-’ 
(r - l)! ’ 
5,(co=2r-(2-a)‘-ar(2-a)‘-‘, 
r! 
4 ,T 
r 
r! ’ 
(1.3) 
We show that on [0, inf( 1, c)], fr,c(r) first increases, attains an absolute maximum at 
some value denoted by ?r,c E IO, inf( 1, c)[ and then decreases. Assume first that for a 
fixed r and a given c, the maximum fr,,(gr,,) is less than 1. Then from the fact that the 
expectation of Pls of any length is such that: E()YXr,-J) x [fr,,(cr,,)]“, it easily fol- 
lows that a.e. formula in Q(n, c, r) is unsatisfiable. Now assume that for a fixed r and for 
some c, the maximum of fr,,(Er,,) is higher than 1, and assume further that, according 
to the variations of fr,c(~),fr,c(a) intersects y = 1 at two points denoted by a;(c) and 
G&(C) such that O<~~(C),<~,.,~~~~(C)< inf(l,c) and fr,c(a~(c))=fr,~(~~(c))= 1. 
Using the exponential order of the expectation, it can be easily shown that for any 
E >O, almost no formula in Q(n,c, r) has a PI with a length lower than (a;(c) - e)n 
or greater than (cY~(c) + c)n. Those numbers represent therefore respective lower and 
upper bounds of the length of PIs of a.e. satisfiable formulae in Q(n, c, r). It is therefore 
crucial to know whether fr,c(x) intersects the line y = 1 at two, one or zero points. 
By merely using the intermediate value theorem, we will show in Section 3 that for 
any r 3 2 and every c > 0 there exists a point X;(C) satisfying the conditions mentioned 
above. We can then deduce a lower bound of the normalized length of PIs which is 
$(c)/( 1 - eerc) - a. This result is stated in our theorem on the lower bound: 
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Theorem 1.3 (Lower bound). For any E>O andfor every c>O, almost every formula 
in 52(n, c, r): 
~ either is satisfiable and any one of its prime implicants has u normalized length 
greater than (&(c)/(l - eerc)) - E, where ah(c) is the lower root ~f‘f~,~(u) = 1, 
_ or is unsatisjiable. 
This theorem has a practical consequence for the procedures which test satisfiability 
of r-CNF formulae by assigning values to the variables, as does the classical Davis, 
Putnam and Loveland (DPL) procedure [3, 131. The shortest PI of a satisfiable formula 
represents the smallest number of variables to be assigned a value to satisfy every clause 
of the formula. Consequently, for any small E >O, a procedure testing satisfiability 
such as DPL, must, to find a solution of a.e. satisfiable formula in SZ(n,c,r), assign 
a correct value to a proportion of variables occurring in the formula at least equal to 
($(c)/( 1 -e-rc))-c. It can be observed numerically that a;(c) increases as a function 
of c (see Tables l-3,5, Section 3). Consequently, the minimum number of variables 
which must be assigned a correct value in order to find a solution, increases as a 
function of c. This supports the experimental fact that for a given number of variables 
the difficulty of finding a solution of a satisfiable random formula in Q(n,c,r) with a 
procedure such as DPL, increases as a function of the number of clauses [ 16,2,5]. 
We now sketch the calculation of the upper bound. The situation is more compli- 
cated than for the lower bound. To obtain a non-obvious upper bound of the normalized 
length of PIs, it is not sufficient that fr,c(a) intersects the line y = 1 at a point at(c) 
such that Zr,.<ab(c)< inf(l,c). For E>O as small as we want, (XL(C) + E)n could 
be taken as a non-obvious upper bound of the number of variables of PIs of a.e. 
satisfiable formula in Q(n,c, r). Nevertheless (ah(c) + &)n could be greater than the 
number of variables occurring in these satisfiable formulae, which is not admissible. 
Likewise the upper bound of the normalized length of PIs, (a;(~)/(1 - eerc)) + I:’ 
(with E’ >O as small as we want), could be greater than 1 which is also not admissi- 
ble. However, if c&(c) satisfies the relation: c&(c) < 1 - eer’, this definitely guarantees 
obtaining a non-obvious upper bound of the normalized length. Let us examine more 
precisely the condition which c&(c) must satisfy as a function of c. Let E, < 1 be 
such that 1 - e-r’r = ?,. (Ez ~0.79, Es z 0.94, Et ~0.98,. . . and as r 4~0, 2,. ---t 1). 
For cc?,., we have c < 1 - e-” and if c&(c) exists such that &(c)<c, then we 
have ah(c)/( 1 - e-“‘)< 1. For caz,.,, we have c3 1 - eerc and if at(c) exists such 
that c&(c)< inf(l,c), then c+(c) must satisfy the relation ah(c)< 1 - ee”. In con- 
clusion, for any c>O, if c&(c) exists, then it must additionally satisfy the relation 
&(c) < inf( 1 - eer“,c). We will show in Section 3 that for 2- and 3-CNF formulae 
and for any c greater than a value denoted by c,” and defined as the unique positive 
root of the following equation: 
-(l -c)ln(l -c)-c+cln(r)+(r- l)cln(l -c/2)=0 
(c; N 0.566, cf N 0.598), XL(C) exists and satisfies the relation c&(c) < inf( 1 - ee”‘,c). 
We will show that for r-CNF formulae, from r = 4, the range of values where (XL(C) 
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exists is more restrictive and even more so if the relation c&(c) < inf( 1 - ePrC, c) is to 
be satisfied. That is to say, XL(C) exists and satisfies the relation &(c) < inf( 1 -eerc, c) 
for every c E [c,“, c,![ and for every c >cF, c,! and c,’ being defined as the respective 
lower and upper roots of the equation fr,c( 1 -e-rc) = 1 ({ci N 4.358,~: N 9.365}, {ci N 
6.097, c: N 20.678}, . . .). It appears from experiments that cz is slightly lower than the 
estimate value of the supposed threshold [5]. The theorems corresponding to these 
results are as follows: 
Theorem 1.4 (Upper bound). For r = 2,3, for any E > 0 und for every c >c,“, ubnost 
every formula in S2(n, c, r): 
_ either is satisjuble and any one of its prime implicants has a normalized length 
lower than (c$,(c)/( 1 - eerc)) + E, where XL(C) is the upper root of fr,C(cr) = 1 und 
aL(c)/(l - e-rC)< 1, 
_ or is unsatisfiable. 
Theorem 1.5 (Upper bound). For r 3 4, for any 8 > 0 and for every c E]c:, c: [U]cz, + 
03[ c,! and c,” being the lower und upper roots, respectively, of fr,( 1 - eerc) = 1, 
ulmost every formulu in L&n, c, r): 
_ either is satisfiable and any one of its prime implicants has a normalized length 
lower than (c$,,(c)/( 1 -e-“))+ E, where XL(C) is the upper root of fr,(cI) = 1 und 
c&(c)/( 1 - eerc) < 1, 
~ or is unsatisfiable. 
As a direct consequence of these theorems we can derive an exponential lower bound 
on the actual number of solutions of a.e. satisfiable formula in 52(n,c,r). Let us call 
the variables not occurring in a PI 9 of a formula @, free variables with respect to 9. 
The truth assignments to the variables of @ such that the literals of .Y take the value 
1 and the free variables with respect to 4 any value 0 or 1, satisfy @. Thus from 
the upper bound of the normalized lengths of PIs provided by the preceding theorems, 
we can derive an exponential lower bound for the actual number of solutions of a.e. 
satisfiable formula in Q(n, c, r), namely 2 (‘-e-“-a,~(c)-‘)n. Moreover, for 2- and 3-CNF 
formulae, we will show that all the ah(c) have a maximum strictly smaller than 1. 
This allows us to give an exponential lower bound independent of c. The statements 
of those results are: 
Theorem 1.6. For r = 2,3, for any E > 0 and for every c > c:, almost every formulu 
in Q(n, c, r): 
_ either is satisjiable and has an exponential actual number of solutions which is at 
least equal to 2(1-e-“-r$(c)-r:)n, und (irrespective of c) greater than 2’.03” tf r = 2, 
or 2°.0’2” if r = 3, 
~ or is unsatisfiable. 
Theorem 1.7. For r 3 4, for any E > 0 and for every c E]c:, ci [U]cf, +m[, almost every 
formula in Q(n, c, r): 
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_ either is satisjiable and has an exponential actual number of solutions which is at 
least equal to 2(1-e-rc‘-aL(C)-E)n, 
~ or is unsatisjable. 
From those exponential lower bounds, one can note that for each value of c lower 
than and close to the supposed (or demonstrated for r = 2) threshold, the solutions of 
a.e. satisfiable formula in f&n, c, r) are not extremely rare. From experiments this might 
seem unexpected since, as the ratio c approaches the threshold, the difficulty of solving 
satisfiable formulae increases very strongly and seems to be maximum at the threshold. 
This could suggest that solutions become extremely rare in a small neighbourhood at 
the left of the threshold. 
The layout of this paper is as follows. In the next section we calculate the expectation 
of the number of PIs of a random formula of Q(n,c,r) as a function of their length 
and we derive the exponential order of the expectation given by Proposition 1.2. We 
establish some properties of the base fr,(cc) of this exponential order, in particular, 
that fY,c(a) is unimodal. In section 3 we prove first Theorems 1.3, 1.4, 1.6 concerning 
2 and 3-CNF formulae and then we extend Theorem 1.3 to r-CNF formulae with r B 4 
and we prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.7 concerning these formulae. For Y = 2,3,4,5 and for 
some values of c, we list the corresponding values of c$(c)/( 1 - eerc), c$(c)/( 1 -e-“) 
and 2( 1 --e-” -4,(C)--B)fl 
2. Expectation of the number of prime implicants 
2. I. Dejinitions 
We give some specific definitions concerning ordinary and prime implicants of CNF 
formulae. In all the following definitions, F refers to a CNF formula over a set X of 
n boolean variables. We will say that a set of literals is consistent iff it contains no 
pair of opposite literals, i.e. x and TX. 
Definition 2.1. Given a consistent set of literals I over X, a clause C of F is an 
&clause iff C contains exactly s distinct literals of I. 
Example. 
F = C, A C, A C, A C4 
with 
Cl -aVTbVx, C2=aVbVx-, Cx-7aVbV-q Cd--aVbVc. 
Let: I = {la, b,c}, then Cl is an lo-clause, CZ an Ii-clause, C3 an Zz-clause and Cd an 
Zs-clause. 
Definition 2.2. A consistent set I of literals over X is an implicant of F iff F does 
not contain any lo-clause. 
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A consequence of the above definition is that under the truth assignment to the 
variables of an Implicant Z of F such that every literal of I takes the value 1, every 
clause of F has the value 1 and therefore F also has the value 1. This fits with the 
classical definition of an Implicant. In the previous example, Z is not an Implicant since 
Ci is an la-clause. 
Definition 2.3. An Implicant I of F is called a prime implicant (PI for short) iff for 
any literal 1 E I, I - {I} is not an Implicant of F. 
We call length of a PI Z of F, the number p of its literals with 0 6 p <n. Any 
variable of X which does not appear in Z is called a free variable with respect to I. A 
solution of F can be obtained from Z by assigning the truth values to the variables of 
Z such that every literal of Z takes the value 1 and by assigning any truth value 0 or 1 
to the free variables with respect to I. By this way from a PI Z of F having p literals 
we can obtain 2*-J’ solutions of F (but the actual number of solutions may be lower). 
The condition for a consistent set of literals over X to be a PI of F can be expressed 
simply with respect to some clauses of F. For any literal 1 of a PI of F there must exist 
at least a clause of F which is satisfied uniquely by 1. This necessary and sufficient 
condition is expressed by the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.1. An implicant Z of F is a prime implicant ijf every literal 1 E Z appears 
in at least an II-clause qf F. 
Proof. Assume that Z is an implicant such that there is at least a literal I which does 
not appear in any Ii -clause. Consider the set I’ = I- { Z}, the &-clauses where I appears, 
are Ii’_, -clauses. Since I appears in no Ii-clause then the Ii-clauses are such that s>O 
and I’ is therefore an implicant. Then, Z is not a prime implicant. 
Conversely assume that Z is an implicant such that every 1 E Z appears in at least 
an It-clause, say C(Z). For Z’ =I - {I}, C(Z) 1s an IL-clause and then I’ is not an 
implicant. Consequently Z is a prime implicant. 0 
Example. 
where 
Cl E a V -b V TC, Cl E a V b V XT, C3-TaVbVc 
I = {a, b} is a PI of F since there is no Is-clause in F and a and b appear in the 
I,-clauses Ci and Cs respectively. 
Definition 2.4. The normalized length of a prime implicant of F is the ratio of the 
number of its literals to the actual number of variables of F. 
In the above example the normalized length of I = {a, b} is 2/3. 
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2.2. The expected number of prime implicants of a random formula of Q(n,c,r) as 
a function of their length 
In this subsection we calculate the expectation of the number of PIs with a fixed 
length p 2 0 of a random formula of Q(n, c, r). From now on, we assume that n 3 r 3 2. 
We consider first the general case c > 0 and p 2 1 and later the special cases where 
c=O and/or p=O. 
Assume c >O and p > 1. We calculate first the probability that a fixed consistent 
set of p literals denoted by IJ’ is a PI of a random formula of Q(n,c,r). We denote 
this probability by Pr(lJ'). For this we compute the number of formulae of Q(n,c,r) 
such that Zp is a PI divided by the number of formulae in L?(n,c,r). Notice that from 
the definition of Q(n,c,r), an r-CNF formula of Q(n,c,r) is an ordered conjunction 
of clauses. For each formula of Q(n,c,r) such that ZJ’ is a PI, the set of clauses can 
be partitioned into two disjoint subsets: the set of $-clauses and the set of I/‘-clauses 
with s = 2,. . . , r. Let us denote by q the cardinal of the set of If-clauses of a formula 
in Q(n, c, r) such that IP is a PI. By proposition 2.1, q satisfies the relation p <q <c n. 
Every formula of S2(n, c, r) such that ZJ’ is a PI and having q If-clauses can be obtained 
as follows. 
(a> 
(b) 
Cc) 
Choose q integers in { 1,. . . , cn} which will be the ranks of the q If-clauses in the 
conjunction of cn clauses to be built up. There are (“,“) possible choices of these 
q ranks. Let R be the set of the q chosen ranks. 
Partition R into p non-empty subsets. S(q, p) denoting the Stirling number of the 
second kind, there are S(q, p) partitions of R into p non-empty subsets. 
Map in a one-to-one correspondence the p literals of IP to the p subsets of the 
preceding partition of R. There are p! such mappings. 
For every rank p of R, choose an $-clause which contains the literal of IP associ- 
ated by the preceding one-to-one correspondence, with the subset of the partition 
to which p belongs. Apart from one literal of every I:-clause which is fixed, the 
other literals of an I:-clause can be negations of literals of If and literals associated 
with the free variables with respect to I P. Let j be the number of free variables 
appearing in an $-clause. The number of such possible If-clauses containing a 
fixed literal of Zp is 
uJp,n)= c 2j n - p 
il: ( j )(rpTAj) (2.1) 
with the convention that if a < b then (i) = 0. There are therefore (u,(p, n))q 
choices of q If-clauses in the conditions mentioned above for the q ranks in R. 
(d) There remain to be chosen (cn - q) Z./‘-clauses with 2 <S <r, to be placed at the 
ranks {I,...,cn}\R, in order to form with the 1: clauses placed at the ranks of R, 
the desired ordered conjunction of cn clauses. An Z/‘-clause must contain s literals 
of IJ’ and Y-S literals which can be either negations of literals of ZP, or literals 
associated with free variables with respect to IJ’. Let j be the number of free 
variables appearing in an It-clause. They are 2j(“JP) (,,f.;y,) possible I.!-clauses 
10 
It 
that 
possible It-clauses with s = 2,. . . , r. Again with the convention mentioned above 
(if a <b then (t) = 0), the number of choices of (en - q) If-clauses with s = 
2 ,..., r, at ranks { 1,. . ,cn)\R is therefore (u,(p, n))(‘“--9). 
Follows from what precedes that the number of distinct formulae of L?(n, c, r) such 
Ip is a PI and having q = p,. . .,cn $‘-clauses is 
S(q, P) p! (ur(p, n))q (Gp, n))cn-q. 
The total number of possible clauses with Y distinct literals over n variables being 
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containing s literals of IJ’, j literals associated with free variables and r - s - j 
negations of literals of Ip. Hence there are: 
(2.2) 
W, = 2’(T) and th ereby the total number of formulae of L?(n, c, r) being ( IV,.)‘“, we have 
1 m en 
prVp) = (w,)cn 4’p q c( > 
S(q, PI P! tUY(P,n))q (%xP>~)Yq. 
There are 2P(i) distinct consistent sets of literals over n variables which can be PIs of 
length p of a formula in Q(n,c,r). We denote by 9JY:C,. the set of PIs, with length p, 
of a random formula in 52(qc,~). Thus, the mathematical expectation of ISY$.I is 
E(/9V&J) = 2P ’ 
0 
Pr(Ip) 
P 
0 1 =2P n - 
m 
c n 
CQ( > P (WrY q=p 4 
S(q, P) p! (u&4 n))q O+(PJ+)cn-q~ 
(2.3) 
We now examine the special cases. 
(I) p = 0 with c > 0. There is no formula in Q(n,c,r) such that c > 0 and I0 is a PI, 
hence E(19’YtC,,l) = 0. 
(2) p 3 1 with c = 0. There is no PI of length p 3 1 which implies that formula, hence 
E(I~)-e,p,,,J)=O. 
(3) p = 0 with c = 0. By convention we say that 1’ logically implies the empty formula 
and then E( \~‘JJ~~~,, 1) = 1. 
With the conventions that if b >a then (z) = 0 and S(a,b) = 0, that (:) = 1 and that 
S(O,O) = 0, relation (2.3) holds for the special cases (l)-(3). We can therefore state: 
Proposition 2.2. The expected number of prime implicants with length p of a random 
formula of R(n,c,r) is 
E( 15V,Fc,,I) = 2p ’ 
0 
Pr(lp) 
P 
=2p(;)&;p(y) S(q, P> P!(.%(P, n)14 (GP, n)>Cn-q. 
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Denoting by 9$!,, the set of all prime implicants of a random formula of R(n,c,r), 
we derive from Proposition 2.2 that the expectation of the total number of PIs is, for 
c>o: 
and for c=O: 
2.3. The exponential order of the expected number of prime implicants 
In this subsection we provide first the exponential order of the expected number of 
PIs of a random formula of !S(n,c,r), as a function of their length. We show that this 
exponential order is unimodal as a function of the length of PIs and we establish some 
other properties. 
To calculate the exponential order, we need first to establish estimates from below 
and from above of the expectation. 
Let a = p/n, fi=q/(cn). From now on we assume c,a and j3 to be non-zero ratio- 
nals such that (Y E 10, inf( l,c)], /I E IO, l] and satisfying the relation j3c >a. We rewrite 
E(]9’Y,!J) (Proposition 2.2) as a mnction of CI and /?: 
E(l.RY;“,,,)) =2P 
x S(~cn,~n)(an)!(u,(ctn,n))BC”(v,(cm,n))(l-B)’”. (2.4) 
Proposition 2.3. We have 
with 
x0 being the unique positive root of the equation below if b > a/c, or the unique root 
0 if b = a/c: 
l_e-“-T--x=O 
PC 
(2.6) 
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and 
- r-1 
-(r--l )cTl 
--I J2nsme”(‘2r”)[ 1 + E(/!J CIZ, a n)]. (2.7) n 
- 
2 
x- 
\:’ 
231 ,‘,:(‘zzn+l)[I + &(@32,mz)]. 
Teen /?e (2.8) 
For r= 1: 
with @cn, cm} + 0 as PC n + x regardless of the relution of an to /3cn, 
Proof. Using classical upper and lower bounds for the binomial coefficient we can 
write the following inequalities for (,,,,) and [ga) in the expression of E(IY&ttF,,j) 
(2.4): 
For the factor W, of E()9$,cJ,,I) in (2.4) we can write 
v!< 
2’n’ ‘w, 2’n’ 
1 & (] I‘, I)-+‘* 
(2.12) 
Using an approximation of the Stirling number of the second kind established by 
Temme in [23] and transforming it as in [B] we can write the following inequality for 
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s(pcn,ccn) of E(I9V~~JJ) (2.4): 
X;Scfi(cXo - l)““e-(B”-“)“(Bcn)B”“(ctn)-(““)(~~c~)-”2e-’!6[1 + &(@r,Wz)] 
d S(ficn, an) 00 -S~fl(exo _ l)ane-(PC-W (p c n)(ficn)(Wz-(x~)[ 1 + a(/kn, ctn)] 
(2.13) 
with x0 the positive root of the equation below if /3c > r or the unique root 0 if PC = x: 
l-eP”-zx=O 
PC 
and ~(flcn, an) + 0 as pen + cc regardless of the relation of an to /_Icn. Using Stirling’s 
formula we have 
(xn) ane--m~e1/(‘2m+‘) <(an)! ~(tln)““e-an~e1i’2”“. (2.14) 
Finally, for x # 1 the following inequalities for u&n,n) (2.1) and u,(an,n) (2.2) can 
be easily obtained: 
(1 - inf(l,&))’ (1 - inf(1, &))’ K,,(a)nr-’ <z.t,(cfn,n)<tc,(!x)n’-‘, 
(2.15) 
where 
K (+(2-~-y 
r. n 
(r - l)! ’ 
Ic (%) = (2 - a)‘-’ 
r (r - l)! 
and 
(1 -inf(I.&)y (I -inf(l,k)r ir,n(Co,r~U,(an,n)~i,(~)n’ 
(2.16) 
with 
&(cc) = $2’ - (2 - a)r - cW(2 - c()r-‘] 
For #x = 1 inequalities (2.15) and (2.16) are obviously to be replaced by 
(1 -inf(l,X))~li~,.(l)n’-‘~u,(n,n)CK~(l)nr-’ (2.17) 
and 
(1 -inf(l,X))2r ir.n(l)n’ <u,(n,n)<L(l)n’. (2.18) 
Combining inequalities (2.10)-(2.14) and if R# 1 (2.15) and (2.16) or if a= 1 (2.17) 
and (2.18), we obtain the desired estimates. 0 
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The exponential order of E( I9’.Y,& 1) 1s d erived from the estimates of the preceding 
proposition by looking for the maximum term in the sums of (2.5). For this we show 
that: 
Proposition 2.4. FF,,,,(/?) [resp. F~,@)] uttains an absolute maximum on [E/C, l] 
at 
with x; the unique positive root of the following equation if c > a, or the unique root 
0 if 
~=a(: 1 - epxo - 2x0 C-X0# =o [ resp. 1 - eKXo - ax0 I c-x0* =o r 1 
Proof. The calculation is made only for FF,c,, (/I). The calculation for P-;,Jj) is 
similar, substituting the corresponding expressions. Let: 
ln@-F,,,,(P)=-(1 -a)ln(l -r)+aln 
t2,,:- “) 
+pc In 
( 
(1 - /i,cM)) + cln( (F$G) 
x0LAa)e 
x0 can be regarded as an implicit function of /3 E [a/c, l] defined by (2.6): 
(2.19) 
This implicit function is clearly continuous on ICY/C, 11. As /? + a/c, x0 = 2( 1 - M/PC) + 
0[( 1 - N/P c)‘]. Hence x0 is continuous at /? = a/c and therefore on [a/c, 11. It follows 
easily that lnPj?&P) is continuous on [a/c, 11. 
Assume that c > CI. The derivative of In gU ,,,,,(p), allowing for (2.19), is 
1s continuous on la/c, l[. For any p E ]~/c, l[, let b,* = 1 - xc 
[r,n(a)/~~r,n(~) (x0 depends on p by (2.19)). Consider the equation obtained from 
Eq. (2.19) by substituting /I,* for /?: 
1 _ e-xo _ MO 
4, .(a) 
= 0. 
c-x0- 
G,“(l) 
(2.20) 
It can be easily shown that for any c > 0 and any CI E IO, inf( 1, c)[ or a = 1 # c, (2.20) 
has a unique positive root. We denote it by xt . The couple (x,*,/I,*) satisfies (2.19), and 
so we have (d In g;,,,,/dfi)(fi,*) = 0. By the unicity of xz for given c and a, fi,* is the 
unique value of /?I on ICI/C, I[ such that (dln Yr,,, /d/3)(/?) = 0. Thus on la/c, l[, (d In 
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5”:,,,,/dj?)(/?) changes sign only once, namely at fi = ax. As j + c(Jc, (d In 9F,,,ldfi) 
(fi) + $-cc and as fi 4 l,(d In 9F,,,,/dfl)(j3) -+-co. We can then conclude that In Fzc,, 
(/I) increases on ]c(/c, p,* [, attains an absolute maximum at p = a,*, then decreases on 
Ifi,*, l[. By continuity of In c,,,,(b) at p = U/C and /I = 1, In 9F,c,,(~,*) is an absolute 
maximum on [a/c, 11. 
Now we examine the special case c = LX. Since /I E [a/c, 11, /I’ can only take the 
value 1. The maximum point of In 9F,c,, (/?) is therefore obviously fl= 1. From 
Eq. (2.20) we observe that as c( -+ c < 1, xt <2( 1 - g/c) + 0[( 1 - R/C)*] and therefore 
tends to 0. Thus for CI = c, /I,* = 1 which is the correct maximum point. 0 
We can now easily prove Proposition 1.2. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. By Proposition 2.3 we can derive from (2.5): 
E(I~~~“,,nI)~(~~,c(B*))n C V,,,(& B, n). 
/I= z:,* ,_..) %,I 
By (2.7) for n sufficiently large we have 
and then 
E((9’9,?“,,@2cn 1 - ( (2.21) 
We deduce 
(2.22) 
We show now that we can bound from below the lower limit of [E(19Y~,“l)]‘~n 
also by YF,,(p*). Since lim,,, 9F,c,, (p,* ) = Fz,,(j?* ), for any q/2 > 0 there is a 
number Nt(q) such that for every n>Nt(q) we have p;,,,,(fl*) - ~/2<B;,,,(p,*). 
F;,=,,( j3) being continuous at /I:, for any q/2 > 0 there exists 6(q) > 0 such that for 
all fi E [cc/c, 11, j/I - j3,* I<6(q) + F~,c,,(/l,*) - q/2 <F;,,,,(p). Moreover, there exists 
Nz(v> such that for every n>h5(q),]Br - 6(n),p,* + 6(r])[n[an/cn,(an + l)/cn,..., 
(cn - l_)/cn, l] # 8. Consequently, for any q > 0 and every n > sup(Nt(q), N*(g)) there 
exists Pn E [an/en, (cm + 1 )/c n, . . . , (cn - 1 )/cn, l] such that 
WW:lI) 2 ~~.C(~,Bn,n)(~,l,(-Bn))“~~r,c(a,~.,n)(~~,(p,”) -VI/~)” 
2 Pr,c(K Bn, 4w&(B* > - ulY. (2.23) 
~~,~(a, jn, n) can be bounded from below for a # 1 
pL,J~,iLn) >, (1 -inf (l,&J)Lm (1 - inf (1,&))2cm &E 
x e’/(‘2Un+‘)[ 1+ E(J, cn, c( n)] (2.24) 
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and for CI= 1: 
pr,Jl,pfl,n)b (1 - inf (I,i))2”” & fie1’(i2”+i)[l + ~(j?~cn,n)]. (2.25) 
Since x/c<Jjr,<ll, as n+cc, j,cn + cx and then a& c n, n) + 0. From (2.24) and 
(2.25) we conclude that for CI E IO, inf (1, c)[: 
1 < nl~m~inf[~,,,(a,Bn,n)l’i”. (2.26) 
From this latter limit and from (2.23) we deduce that for any y >0 : 
~,Y,(~*) - qb nl~m~inf[E(I~I~~~~~)]‘~~. 
Consequently, 
.p,YJp*)< nl~m~inf[E(~~4~,~.l)]‘~n. 
Finally, by (2.22) and (2.27) we have 
l&mW[E(194:“,\)]‘~’ = 9*,,(p*). 
Putting 
(2.27) 
and renaming x0* and xg by x0 and x respectively we obtain the statement of Proposition 
1.2. 0 
It can be noted that the exponential order ,fr,c(~) tends to the expectation as x + 0. 
Indeed it can be easily shown from Eq. (1.2) that xo-(~/a+~~(x>/lc,(c(>> and i,(m)= 
0(x2), hence lim,,o fr,C(cc) = 0. 
We now show the unimodality of the exponential order. 
Proposition 2.5. In fr,C(~) is concave over ]O,inf(l,c)] and attains a maximum at 
some value Gr,c E IO, inf( 1, c)[. 
Proof. ln(f,,(z)) = - (1 - c() ln( 1 - cc) - 8y ln(cc) + cI ln(2(eX0 - 1)) + [,(a)~,(cc)xo 
-c + cln (cK,(z)/xo~,). 
Allowing for 
1 _ e-.k - 
ax0 
ir(~) 
=o (2.28) 
c-x()- 
J+(x) 
the first derivative is 
d In .MGo 
dx 
= ln(1 - c() - In(x) + ln(2(e”” - 1)) - (r - l)&& 
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and the second derivative is 
d* ln f,.,c(~) 1 SI eXO(xa- I)+ 1 -- 
dx* = l-cc 
-;+g -& 
( 
+(Y- l)--- 
2 - a (eQ - l)* 
2 
-(y - “meI+ 
It can be easily checked that on IO, inf( l,c)[, dxo/da is negative and then that d2 In 
f,,r(a)/dx2 is negative. Consequently In fr,c(a) is concave on 10, inf( 1, c)[. By conti- 
nuity at x = inf(l,c), lnfr,c(cc) is concave on ]O,inf( l,c)]. 
Moreover, since 
lim dlnh’c(a) =+ cx) and 
x-0 da 
lim d ln fi,&> 
r-hf( 1,c) 
da = -m, 
there is a unique value Zr,, ~]O,inf(l,c)[ such that dlnf,.,,(cc)/dcc = 0. ?r,, is therefore 
the maximum point of lnfr,+) and also of fr,c(~) on ]O,inf( l,c)]. 0 
We give the exponential orders of cumulated expectations. Let p be a rational such 
that 0 < p < 1, we denote by E( IYY~.~,$“I) [resp. E( j.YPsf.,zPn I)] the expected number 
of PIs with a length 1< pn [resp. 13 pn]. 
Proposition 2.6. p being u rational such that 0 <p GT?~,,~ [resp. %r., <p < 11, NV huce 
E@‘.f~,~,?l) = L(p>l” [rev E(I~&.~,P,“() =: W,,(pVl. 
Proof. We give the calculation only for E( IYYi,zp” I), the calculation for E( IYcF\,~“” I) 
is similar. We have 
E(I.~~~~,~Pn/)=E(I~PS~.cl)+ C E(IYPg;‘J). 
,=L z ,,, i’” n ’ n ’ 1 ,I 
We know that E( ~W@,l) = 0 (subsection 2.2). By Relation (2.21) which is valid for 
any positive rational 2, we can write 
By definition F,?(fl*) = J..(r) and by Proposition 2.5 we can write 
Hence, 
lim sup[E(l~~f,~““l)]‘~” ~,f,,,(p). 
n-m 
(2.29) 
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By Relation (2.23) which is valid for any positive rational X, we can write: for any 
q>O and every II> sup(Nl(v),N~(~])): 
C E(I~~~~l)>,E(l~~~,~~l)~~,,,(u,~~,n)(~~,,.(B*) - r?)“. 
$=l 1 ,,, P O’n’ ’ n 
By definition .5@c(/?*) = f,,,(p) and, allowing for (2.26), we have for any q > 0: 
Consequently, 
lim inf[E(J~‘4~,~P”J)]‘in3f,,~(p). 
n-m 
Finally, by (2.29) and (2.30), we have 
lim [E().YX~,$pn])J”n =f,,(p). 0 
n-c% 
(2.30) 
Finally, we state three propositions concerning fr,c(a), which will be useful in the 
next section. The easy proofs are omitted. For a fixed and c varying, let s~,~(c) = 
fr,Aa), so that 
ins,,(c) = ln f,,Ax) 
<r(a) = -(l - cr)ln(l - a) - cI ln(cr) + aln(2(e”” - 1)) + -x0 - c 
r 
fc In 
cur(a) 
( > GK’ 
fi,c(a) is defined on ]O,inf(I,c)], and hence gr,l(c) on [a, +CXI[. 
Proposition 2.7. gr,(c) increases from c = c1 to 
c =?r:,,x = 2’ ln(‘:“i’), 
42 - coy-’ 
attains an absolute maximum at EF,* which is such that 
lng&r,X)=-(I -@)ln(I -a)+xIn & - 
( ) 
2+cxr-a 
r 
ln(2:rir) 
and then decreases and tends to -OS as c + +CQ. 
Let hr(a)=g,(Fr,,) so that 
Inh,(cc)=lng,(Zr,.)=-(1 -a)ln(l -a)+aln 
h,(a) is defined on [0, I]. 
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Proposition 2.8. h,.(a) increases from h,.(O) = 1, attains a positive absolute maximum 
and then decreases down to h,( 1) = gi (zr,i ) = 2r/(r + 1 )@+I);‘. 
For c( = cd 1, let k,(c) = b,(c), so that 
Ink,(c)= -(I-c)ln(l-c)-c+cln(r)+(r-l)cln(l-c/2). 
k,(c) is defined on [O,l]. 
Proposition 2.9. k,(c) increases from k,.(O) = 1 to a positive absolute maximum and 
then decreases down to r/2’-‘e< 1. 
3. Bounds for the lengths of prime implicants and for the number of solutions 
of a random V-CNF formula 
In this section we prove Theorems 1.3-1.5 on lower and upper bounds of the nor- 
malized lengths of PIs, and Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 on the lower bounds of the actual 
number of solutions. In a first subsection, Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 1.6 concerning 2- and 
3-CNF formulae are proved, then in a second subsection Theorem 1.3 is extended to 
r-CNF formulae with r 24 and Theorems 1.5 and 1.7 concerning those formulae are 
proved. 
Recall that the bounds on normalized lengths of PIs are obtained by calculating 
bounds of the lengths of PIs and by using the bounds on the actual number of variables 
given by Proposition 1.1. In both subsections, in order to show that the bounds obtained 
for the normalized lengths of PIs are better than the obvious ones, we will need 
to compare the magnitude of the coefficient l-e- K in the expectation of the actual 
number of variables of formulae in S;Z(n,c, r) (see Section 1) with the magnitude of 
the maximum point Zr,, of fr,(cr). 
Proposition 3.1. For every c > 0 we have 1 - e+ >Zr,c. 
Proof. Recall that 2,. is such that 1 -ee-‘“r = 2,. (Section 1). First we observe that since 
Zr,c~]O,inf(l,c)[ then for CE]O,Z,.[, O<Zr,c<c and Gr,,<l -e-“. For c~[Z~,,+cc[, 
by Proposition 2.5 it is sufficient to show that (d In f,,,/du)( 1 - eerc) < 0. We have 
!!!L&(l _ eerc) = -rc - ln(1 - e-“) + ln(2(eX0 - 1)) - (r - 1) 
x 1 - e-“’ ~0 
1 + e-‘C e%l _ 1. (3.1) 
It can be shown that for c1= 1 - eerc, the root x0 of Eq. (1.2) is such that xo < (2r/ 
(2 r+l - r - 2)) (c-c,.) (for this check that (2r/(2’+’ - r - 2)) (c-Cr)<c~,(l - eer“)/ 
[,.( 1 - eerc) and then check that the left-hand side of (1.2) is not positive, substituting 
(2r/(2’+’ - r - 2)) (c-&r) for x). Substituting the coarse estimate (2rc/(2’+l - r - 2)) 
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for x0 in the term ln(2(eqJ - 1)) of (3.1) we have 
d ln fr c 
*(l -e-“) ,< --Yc 1 ~ 2y+, 2r_2 
1 - e_‘L’ 
1 _ e-(2”/(2’+‘-‘-2)) 
1 - eC”’ x0 
+ ln2-(r- l)-- 1 + e-r” @I _ 1’ 
Since rc 3 r?,. > 312, we easily check that -rc( 1 - 2/(2’+’ - r - 2)) +ln 2 < 0. Thereby, 
(dln f,,,/dr)(l - eerc)<O. 0 
3.1. Bounds for 2 und 3-CNFformulue 
In this subsection Y takes only the value 2 or 3. The determination of lower and 
upper bounds on the lengths of PIs is based on the fact that In fr,c(cc) is concave on 
10, inf( 1, c)] and on the possible existence of two intersection points of fr(a) with 
the line y = 1, one point being lower than cr,,c and denoted by a;(c) if it exists, the 
other one greater than Zr,;,c and denoted by XL(C) if it exists. The following proposition 
establishes under which conditions these points exist. 
Proposition 3.2. Let c,” < 1 be the unique positive root of 
Ink,(c)= -(l-c)ln(l-c)-c+cln(r)+(r-l)cln(l-c/2)=0. 
For any positive c<cj? such that fr,.(cr.c)> 1, there exists one and only one point 
a&(c) such that O<c$(c)<ZY,, und fTc(c(L(c))= 1. For any c>cF, such that fr,,(gr,,) 
> 1, there exist two points denoted EL(C) und c&(c) such thut 0 <LX;(C) <ZY,,, 6 c&(c) 
< Wl,c) and fr,c(&(c))=fJ&(c))= 1. 
Proof. For some c>O assume that fr,c(Er,,)> 1. As already mentioned in Section 2.3, 
lim,,o fy,c(a) = 0. By the intermediate value theorem, there exists a value which we 
denote by x;(c), such that O<&(C)<%~,, and f,,(aL(c)) = 1. 
Assume that c: <c < 1. By Proposition 2.9 we have k,(c) = f,.,c(c) < 1. By Proposi- 
tion 2.5 and the intermediate value theorem, there exists a value which we denote by 
ah(c), such that Zr,, G&,(C) < 1 and f,,c(crh(c)) = 1. 
Now assume that c> 1. By Proposition 2.8 ~up,~,,,+~, [fr,c(l)l=gl(~~,l)=2r/(r+1) 
(r + 1)/r < 1 for r = 2,3. Again for the same reasons there exists a value XL(C), such 
that %r,c<~L(c)< 1 and fr,c(zh(c))= 1. 0 
Now we can prove the theorem on the lower bound of normalized lengths of PIs 
for 2- and 3-CNF formulae. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Assume first that for some c ~0, fr,,(Zr,c) 3 1. By Propo- 
sition 3.2, there exists a value E;(C), such that O<LY~(C)GG~,~ and f,,c(ccL(c)) = 1. 
Moreover, by Proposition 3.1 we have c&(c) < 1 - eeYL’. Thus a&(~)/( 1 - e-” ) is 
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within the interval IO, l[. By Proposition 2.6 for any ~1 >O such that ~1 <a;(c): 
WW,,, WA+~~~)nl) =: [fr,,c(a;(c) - a,)]“. 
Since 0 < a;(c) - El <(x;(c) <Z&.,,, then O<f,,c(a~(c)-~~)<f,.,(~~(~))=l. Hence, 
Let Y be the number of variables occurring in a random formula of a(n,c,r), by 
Proposition 1.1, for any e2 > 0: 
lim Pr(Y>(l -e-rC+c2)n)=0. 
n-CC 
Recall that 9’9r,c,n denotes the set of all prime implicants of a random formula of 
L?(n,c,r). J9p4r,c,nI = 0 means that the formula is unsatisfiable. From the two preceding 
limits it follows: 
n~m~Pr((lB~~,~,jpb(c’-“““)=i~~,,,.,,l)A(Y~(l -e-“+&2)n))=l. 
Choosing appropriately ~1 and ~2 as functions of E we get the statement of the theorem. 
Now assume that for some c> 1, fr,c(ZT,c)< 1. By Proposition 2.6 we have: 
p=?l 
E(l~~a,,,I)= E,W:,,,l) =: W,c&c>l” 
and therefore a.e. formula in L&n, c, r) is unsatisfiable. 0 
Now we deal with the upper bound. But first we need to establish three additional 
facts concerning c&(c) for the values of c, where it exists, which will enable us to 
show that zh(c)/(l - eerc) is lower than 1. 
Proposition 3.3. For any c E [CT:, +m[ such that c&(c) exists we have C&(C)< jl, 
= ~a(” zo ) where c$ is the unique positive root of 
. ? 
lnh,(a)= -(l -a)ln(l -cr)+aln 
2+xr-a 
Y 
Proof. By Proposition 2.8, for r = 2,3, h,( 1) = 2r/(r + 1 >(““’ < 1 and therefore In h,(x) 
has a unique positive root which we denote by k,. By Propositions 2.7 and 2.8 for every 
CI> &. there is no c >a such that gr,a(c) = frJol) = 1. Hence for every c E [c,“, +oo[ 
such that c&(c) exists so that f,,(ah(c)) = 1, we have c$(c)<h,. 
Recall (Proposition 2.7) that 
We have h,(h,)= gr,;r(2r,;r) =f,; o(&I= 1. Moreover 
r.1, 
dlnf,;x(CI) dlngr,,(&,a) = dInMa) 
dcr’ = dci dcc ’ 
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From the variations of In&(a) (Proposition 2.8) we have (d lnh/dcr)(&) ~0. J.,; D (h,.) 
= 1 and (d In h/dcc)(&.) = (d In fr;.‘z/dcc)(h,) < 0 implies h,. = c$(Z~,;~). Cl 
Proposition 3.4. The equation fr,C(z) = 1 defines c&(c) as a continuous increasing 
implicit function on [cF,Z~,;]. 
Proof. First we prove that c&,(c) is defined on [cf,Zl ; [. By Proposition 2.8, for every 
3 r 
a~ [0,&L h,(r)= lngr,x(~r,:,.)>O. 
G! = 2’ ln(2~“~‘) 
r(2 - IX)‘-’ 
being strictly increasing in CI on [0, 11, for every c E [cF,Z~; [ there is one value, which 
, I 
we denote by x~,~, such that CG,~ E [0,&J and ‘G,,,,, =c and gr,a;(~~,5(,,)=fr,c(ar,c)> 1. 
Thereby we have fr,,(Zr,) > 1 and by Proposition 3.2 c&,(c) is well-defined on [cF,Zl ; [. 
1 r 
And since c$,($ ; ) = k,., c&(c) is also defined at 2 0 . Therefore c&(c) is an implicit 
function of c on’ [cp,” ; 1. 
r, II 
1 r 
From the above we can deduce that for every c E [cF,E * [ we have C&,(C) >ji,.,C and 
therefore (d In f,,,/da)($(c))<O. At c =Z 0 we have al:c(d In frC/da)(c&(i: 0 )) < 0 
(see proof of Proposition 3.3). It follows iXZt ah(c) is a continuous implicit rGrction 
on [c,O,Z 
, ““1. 
FinallEP( we prove that at(c) is increasing on [cF,E~; 1. It can be observed that 
, r 
grJcz) = k,(a) (Proposition 2.9). Let ah = c,. ’ It can be easily shown that cc6 <h,. By 
Proposition 2.9, we have gl,,&c$) =k,.(c!) = 1, for every CI E ]O,crh[, gr,&a)> 1 and 
for every x ~]a;;, &[, gr,S(z)< 1. From this and from Propositions 2.7 and 2.8, it can 
be deduced that for every c( E IO, c(b[ there is exactly one value of c, say c’, such that 
gr,r(c’) = f,,Cf(cc) = 1 and for every u E ]c& &[ there are exactly two values of c, say c’ 
and c”, such that gr,%(c’) = f,,Cr(~) = gr,r(c”) = fr,Cft(c() = 1. It is then an easy exercise, 
using the intermediate value theorem, to show that for any pair c’,c” E [c:,? 0 1, we 
r, 1, 
have C’CC” + c$(c’)<at(c”). 0 
Proposition 3.5. For r =2,3 and for any c>cF such that G&(C) exists, we have 
at(c)< 1 - eCrc - r, with 72 = 0.03 and 73 = 0.012. 
Proof. Let us take first r = 3. Let $,,,(xo, cc) = fr,r(a) and let C&+-(X, a) be the exten- 
sion of ~,,,(xo,sc) to [O,co[x]O, 11. For M fixed, 4,(x, 2) is minimum at x=x0. Let 
$Y,,(xs,a) = (df,,,/da)(a) and let I+!J~:,~(x, r) be the extension of $.,,(xo,a) to IO, co[ X] 
0, l[. For a fixed, $Y,C(~, CC) increases with x. Let us define the three following sequences 
of numbers: (3-a =0.44, /1i =0.785, i2 = 1.48, 3”s =2.62), (61 =0.711, 62 =0.892, & 
= 0.975), and (~1 = 0.090, ,LQ = 0.424, ~3 = 0.924). In the following we use an index 
i which can take the values 1, 2 or 3. It can be easily checked by Proposition 3.3 
that &3 ~0.9875 and Z3,;j ~3.556. Thereby by Proposition 3.4 we deduce that a&(Jbi) 
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exists. Moreover, it can be checked that &~.,(pi, Si) <O, which implies &,(&) < 0. 
For c = Ai and x = pi it can be checked that the left hand-side of Eq. (1.2) is negative 
which implies that the root xs(Ai) of (1.2) is strictly smaller than pi. And since it can 
be also checked that &,i_,(pi,6i)<O, we have (dfs,n,/dU)(6i)<O. From &,(Si)<O 
and (dfs,n,/da)(6i)<O we deduce CrL(/Ii)<di and since 6i < 1 - ee3’g+l - r3 then 
U$(li) < 1 _ e-Q+ I - 73. Finally, it can be checked that LO -CC:, and ?YC~ ~0.9875 < 1 - 
e-3i3 - 73. c&(c) being continuous and increasing on [c!,?~;,] (Proposition 3.4) from 
Ua(ni) < 1 - e-3i.1-1 - 73 with i = 1,2,3, it follows that for every c E [c~,Z~,;~] we have 
c&(c)< 1 - ee3’ - 73. &3 being, by Proposition 3.3, the maximum of all c&c) (i.e. 
-3; D 
for all c in [cf,cc[ where CY~(C) exists), and since &3 < 1 - e 3.X) - 73, then for any 
cG3;, oo[ such that c&(c) exists, we obviously have c&(c) < 1 - e-3c - 73. To sum 
up, for ‘any c E [ci, cc[ such that c&(c) exists we have c&c)< 1 - ee3’ - 73. 
For r = 2, taking the three sequences of numbers (1, = 0.52, 21 = 0.621, 22 = 0.727, 
i3 = 0.836, 24 =0.956, Is = 1.095, & = 1.276) (S, =0.611, & = 0.680, d3 = 0.735, & 
=0.781, &=0.821, &=0.857), and (~1 =0.025, p2=0.093, p3=0.173, p4=0.267, 
~5 = 0.381, ~5 = 0.534), in a similar way to r = 3 above, it can be proved that for any 
c E [ci,co[ such that c&c) exists we have: c&(c)< 1 - eC2’ - 72. 0 
We can now prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Assume first that for some c >cf, fr,,(CV,,) 3 1. By Proposition 
3.2, there exists a value OLD such that L? T,C <c&(c)< 1 and fr,C(&,(c)) = 1. From 
Proposition 3.5 it can be deduced directly that c&(c)/(l - eerc) is within the interval 
IO, l[. The proof of the core of the statement of the theorem is similar to that for the 
lower bound (Theorem 1.3), but the direction of inequalities must be inverted. q 
From that, Theorem 1.6 is proved easily. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The bound 2(1-e-rc-a~(c)-E)n as a function of c is directly 
derived from Theorem 1.4. Allowing for the inequality of Proposition 3.5, we can 
directly set the absolute lower bounds 2 003n for r=2 and 2°.0’2n for r=3. 0 
3. I. 1. Numerical computations 
Tables 1 and 2 list for r = 2 and r = 3 respectively, values of c&(c)/( 1 - eerC), 
&(c)/(l - eerc) and of the exponent 1 - e-” - C&(C) of the lower bound 
2(l-e-rC --C(&(C)--E)’ of numbers of solutions (Theorem 1.6). These values were computed 
for values of the ratio c, from c,” up to values which are for r = 2 at most equal to the 
value of the threshold c = 1 and for r = 3, close to the expected value of the thresh- 
old from experiments. Of course the listed values make sense only if for the chosen 
values of c, not a.e. formula in Q(n,c,r) is unsatisfiable. We computed the values of 
I&(C) and ah(c) by solving equation In fr,C(~) = 0. In fr,(a) is concave and increasing 
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Table 1 
2-CNF formulae 
#clauses 
C=#variables 
Normalized length of PIs #solutions 
(lower bound) (upper bound) (lower bound) 
&kJ u;(c) 
, --e-“c ,-_e_‘C 
2(l-e-‘c-ak(c))n 
0.6 0.437 0.85 1 20.104n 
0.7 0.457 0.881 20.090” 
0.8 0.477 0.899 20.080” 
0.9 0.499 0.912 20.074" 
1.0 0.521 0.919 2O.06Yn 
Table 2 
3-CNF formulae 
#ChlWX 
C=#vanables 
Normalized length of PIs #solutions 
(lower bound) (upper bound) (lower bound) 
* * 
,&_” , -e--rc 
2(l-e-‘c-“~(“))” 
0.6 
1.5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 
4.25 
4.5 
0.287 0.718 
0.360 0.833 
0.448 0.905 
0.528 0.947 
0.600 0.971 
0.665 0.984 
0.726 0.988 
0.784 0.985 
0.814 0.981 
0.846 0.974 
2O.ll6n 
20.117n 
20.083n 
po5on 
20.028n 
2OOl6n 
20012" 
pals" 
20.01Yn 
20.026n 
(resp. decreasing) on ]O,cr,c[ (resp. on ]Zr,;r,,, 11). Consequently Newton’s method can 
be used to compute the lower root U:(C) (resp. upper root c&(c)) of lnf,(cc) =O. 
For the computation, the starting points us(c) must be chosen, positive and sufficiently 
low (resp. high) so that f,,,(~,(c))<O. Values x0 necessary to evaluate lnf,(a) were 
computed by solving equation (1.2) in the following way. Putting U(X) = 1 - eex and 
v(x) =c(x/(c--xI,(c()/~c,(s~)), it can be noted that on the one hand U(X) is positive and 
concave, and on the other hand for x<c K,.(u)/([,.(u)), u(x) is positive and convex. 
Moreover we have U’(X) < 00 and v’(x) < co. And v(x) being explicitly invertible then 
v-‘(x) can then be numerically computed. Consequently a simple iteration method can 
be applied to solve u(x) = U(X) and to find the root x0. For the computation, a starting 
point xS must be chosen positive and such that u(xS) > v(xS). 
3.2. Bounds for r-CNF formulae with r 24 
We first extend to r-CNF formulae with r 34, Theorem 1.3 on the lower bound of 
PIs proved for 2- and 3-CNF formulae in the preceding subsection. The conditions of 
existence of a lower intersection point of f,,(x) with the line y = 1 for 2- and 3- 
CNF formulae stated in Proposition 3.2 obviously hold for r-CNF formulae with r 2 4. 
Thus: 
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Proposition 3.6. For every c ~0 such that fr,,(cr)> 1 there exists a point denoted by 
C&(C) such that 0 <~&(c)dT?~,~ and f,,C(cc&(c)) = 1. 
It follows that the proof of Theorem 1.3 for 2- and 3-CNF formulae holds for r-CNF 
formulae with r 2 4. 
To prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.7, we determine as for Theorems 1.4 and 1.6, the con- 
ditions of existence of an upper intersection point EL(C) of fV,c(~) with y = 1 such 
that XL(C) < 1 - e-“. For r>4, this can be done by studying directly the variations of 
fr,,( 1 - ePc). That did not seem easy for Y =2,3, the reason why a specific calcula- 
tion was made in the preceding subsection to prove that when aL(c) exists, we have 
$(c) < 1 - ePc. We first prove: 
Proposition 3.7. In fi,c( 1 - e-“) is concave on I&, +cm[. 
Proof. We prove that for any c E I?,., +oo[ we have (d2/dc2) In fr,c( 1 - e-“) GO. Let 
y= 1 - e-“. We have 
> 
+ -$ ln(frc(y)). 
Hence, 
$ In fr,c(l - e-“) 
+ ln(1 - y) - In(y) + ln(2(exo - 1)) - (Y - 1)--J* 
d2y 
~ 
2 - ;’ eXo - 1 dc2 
+1 (r- Ure-rc 1 dxo 
C 2-Y x0 dc ’ 
Considering that 
dxo 
dc= 
I-(~(~)+&)xo~ 
;Iroe-“0 $+--_ 
r i’ l&O +-X0)2 
and bounding terms on the right-hand side of (3.2) yields 
(3.2) 
$ lnfr,c(l - ePrc) < 
K 
-2’+’ + r2’ + rc2’ + v + (r- 1) 7 (2’ - 1) 
> 
1 1 +x0 __Tc --e . X0 x0 +2r+2-Le - 1 x- -x0 1+x0 e rc 
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As already mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we have x0 <(2r/(2’+’ - Y - 2)) 
(c - Er). Allowing for x0/(1 +xa)<xs, we have 
$ Infi,(l - eCrc) < 
[( 
-2’+l +r2’+rc2’+(r-l)+(r-1) 
2 
7 (2’ - 1) 
1 
x 2’+, Tr _ 2(c _ E,)+ : + 2 erC - 1e-(2N’+‘-r-2)) 
rc 
I 
1 +x0 -_Tc x(c-2,) -re . 
x0 
Let: 
6,(c) = 
( 
-2’+’ + r2’ + rc2’ + v + v (2’ - 1) 
> 
2r 
2r+, _ r _ 2(c - Er) 
-1 +:+2_Ce +2r/(2’+‘-r-2qc _ c” ) r . 
rc 
To prove (d2/dc2) In fr,,( 1 - eerc) GO, it is sufficient to prove 6,(c) < 0. We will deal 
with the case r = 4 in a specific way after the general case r 3 5. Using the following 
inequalities: 
_y+’ + ~ (r- 1) + (r- 1) 
2 
-(2’-l)<O and e”-I>%, 
r 
we can write 
6,(c) < J- 
1 + rc ( 2’r(c + 1) 2r+, Tr_2(c-C)(1+rc) 
2’ 
+ 
( ) 
e + 2 (1 + rc) - erc-(2ri(2 ‘+‘--‘-2qC _ Cr)). 
For r 35, it can be shown by successive derivations that the second factor on the 
right-hand side of the above inequality is decreasing on [cZ~, +oo[ and is negative for 
c=& 
Unfortunately, in the case r = 4, the above second factor is not decreasing in c. For 
this special case, we use a more accurate lower bound for e” - 1 than the previous 
one, namely: 
e rc - 1 aerc 
rc + (rc)2/2 
1 + rc + (rc)2/2’ 
Thus, 
64(c) d l [((+9+Mc) 
1 + 4c + 86 
$(c-E4)+;+2 (1+4c+8c2) ) 
_ (1 + 2c)e4c-_(‘W(~--4) 
1 
. 
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As in the general case, it can be shown by successive derivations that the second 
factor on the right-hand side of the above inequality is decreasing on [&, +cc[ and is 
negative for c = &. 0 
We can now give the conditions of existence of an upper intersection point ah(c) 
of fr,C(cc) with y = 1 such that r&(c) < 1 - eerc. 
Proposition 3.8. Let c,” < 1 be the unique positive root of 
Ink,(c)= -(l -c) ln(1 -c)-c+c ln(r)+(r- 1)c ln(1 -c/2) =0 
and let ci and cz be the respective lower and upper roots of f,&l - eCrc) = 1. For 
every r 34 and for every c E ]c,“,cJ[ U]cf, co[ such that fr,C(@.,ir,c) 2 1, there exists a 
point denoted by ah(c) such that &.,;,,,, M <CC(C)C inf(1 - eerc,c) and f,,C(ah(c))= 1. 
Proof. For every c E ]c~,&[ by Proposition 2.9 we have Ink,(c) = In frJc) ~0. If 
In fr,C(l?r,C) 20 then by Proposition 2.5 there exists a point c&(c), such that Z,.,, <c&(c) 
CC and In frC(&(c)) = 0. We show now that the curve In f,C( 1 - eerc) intersects the 
c-axis at two points CL and c,” such that Zr CC: <Zr,i <cf. We prove first that for some 
c>& we have lnfrC(l - e-“)>O. By Proposition 2.7 at c=?,.,l =(2’/r)ln(r + 1) 
we have In fi,-, (1) = ln(2r) - ((r - 1 )/r) ln(r + 1) > 0. It can be easily shown that 
?,.:,, I > E,.. Moreover, by Proposition 3.1 we have In fr,;, (1 - e&l ) > In f,; , (1) > 0. 
We can now prove that there exist two intersection points. On the one hand,’ for c = E, 
and a = 1 - e-‘” - - Cr the root x0 of Eq. (1.2) is 0. We have therefore 
In frC,( 1 - e-‘“) = rE,e-‘” -&+&.ln(r(l -E,/2)‘-‘)<O. 
Since In fr,c,( 1 - e-“7) < 0 and In fr,;, (1 - eerzJ ) > 0, by the intermediate value the- 
orem there exists a point c: such that 2,. <CL <Er,i and In fr,C; (1 - ee”; ) = 0. And, by 
Proposition 3.7, for any c E [&, c$ [, we have In fr,C( 1 - eerc) < 0. On the other hand as 
c + fee we have x0 - c/( 1 + &( 1 )/K,( 1)) and 
ln(frJl -ePrc))m1n2+c1n( cl ::l$ J 
=ln2+cln((2rf1)2r) + --oO. 
Again by the intermediate value theorem, there exists a point cf such that ?,.,,I <cf 
and In fr,C;(l - e&)=0. And, by Proposition 3.7, for any c E]c~, +co[,we have 
In fr,C( 1 - eerc) ~0. Since we have just proved that for every c E [CT, cL[ U]c,“, cm[, 
In frC( 1 - eCc) < 0, if in addition In fr,,(zr,,) > 0, then by Proposition 3.1 there exists 
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Table 4 
Table 3 
4-CNF formulae 
#clauses c _ 
#vanables 
Normalized length of PIs 
(lower bound) 
* 
,--e-rL 
0.6 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
9.8 
IO 
0.224 
0.290 
0.428 
0.528 
0.607 
0.672 
0.728 
0.778 
0.825 
0.870 
0.910 
0.922 
4-CNF formulae 
#ChN?S 
C=#Yanables 
ci LX OS76<c<c; cx 4.358 
0.6 
1 
2 
3 
4 
c > c; N 9.365 
9.5 
9.8 
10 
Normalized length of PIs 
(upper bound) 
u 
,--e-rC 
0.653 
0.775 
0.912 
0.970 
0.996 
0.9991 
0.996 
0.992 
#solutions 
(lower bound) 
2(l-e-” -u;(c),?7 
20.256" 
20.206" 
20.087" 
20.020" 
20.004” 
20.000% 
20.004n 
20.00sn 
a point a~(~) such that I? r,C <C&(C) < 1 - e-” bc and In f,,C(c$(c)) = 0. Thus, the 
proposition is completely proved. 0 
Using the two preceding propositions, Theorems 1.5 and 1.7 are proved in a similar 
way to Theorems 1.4 and 1.6. 
3.2.1. Numerical computations 
Tables 3, 4 and Tables 5, 6 list, for Y =4 and r = 5, respectively, and for some 
values of the ratio c in the intervals [c,“, cL[ U ]c:, cm[, values of a;(~)/( 1 -ePrc), c&(c)/ 
(1 - ePn) and of the exponent 1 - ePrc -c&(c) of the lower bound 2(‘+-” -a;(c)-e)n of 
numbers of solutions (Theorem 1.7). As previously for Tables 1 and 2, values listed in 
Tables 3-6 make sense only if for the chosen values of c, not a.e. formula in Q(n,c,r) 
is unsatisfiable. In fr,,( 1 - eerc) being concave, the roots cj and cf were computed by 
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Table 5 
5-CNF formulae 
#ChUSeS 
C=#variables 
Normalized length of PIs 
(lower bound) 
* 
, --e-rC 
0.6 0.190 
2 0.367 
4 0.511 
6 0.605 
8 0.675 
10 0.732 
12 0.779 
14 0.822 
16 0.860 
18 0.897 
20 0.935 
20.8 0.953 
21 0.958 
21.3 0.968 
Table 6 
5-CNF formulae Normalized length of PIs #solutions 
(upper bound) (lower bound) 
c; N 0.576 <c<c: N 6.097 
0.6 
c >c: P 20.678 
20.8 
21 
21.3 
0.611 
0.730 
0.865 
0.927 
0.963 
0.986 
0.9993 
0.9994 
0.998 
0.993 
20.339,~ 
20.263" 
20.135" 
20.073" 
20.037n 
20.014n 
20.0007n 
pOOO6n 
poo2n 
20.007" 
Newton’s method. cx&(c) and XL(C) were computed in the same way as for 2- and 
3-CNF formulae. 
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